How to increase revenue
and keep the proﬁt margin
using Price Optimization software

Situation:
The Category Managers Team must complete their quarterly KPIs. The most correct and valid way to
do this is to try to increase revenue without losing the marginality. At the same time, the team needs to
comply with several business constraints, namely:

• The existence of a minimum and maximum allowable percentage in price
changes for each product
• Repricing should be carried out for the maximum quantity of products
• Certain groups of products are locked for repricing
• Costs and Minimum Advertised Price influence

Our team can use one of the two available solutions — use the traditional approach or try the AI-based
Price Optimization from Competera. In doing so

Traditional Approach

Competera Approach

• Make SKUs analysis
• Start deep promo within each
or several product categories
• Lack of knowledge if increased
sales will offset the profit margin
decrease

• Using of Machine Learning &
heavy math
• The comprehensive portfolio analysis
• Raise prices for tolerant to increase
SKUs
• Markdown prices for tolerant to
decrease SKUs

How It Works
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By selecting a pricing campaign for a specific product
category and going to the “Campaign settings” section, you
can set all necessary business restrictions.

By switching between Competera’s models, you can set
Optimization focus. For this case, we use the Revenue
optimization model.
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At the “Repricing space” section, you can lock the repricing
for products by clicking on the Price field, opposite the
selected product.

Here you can enter additional values (i.e., MAP, Cost, etc.)
which the model should take into account as well.
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Review the revenue & profit margins which new prices would
generate, save the changes, and Competera will do the rest.

Conclusion
As practice shows, the Category Manager would inevitably face a number of difficulties using the
traditional approach. It is likely that they would have increased their performance, but still failed to
achieve their goals. Firstly, there would be sale cannibalization. Secondly, customers are used to
regular deep discounts, so the promo might not affect the desired results and, in the long term, would
be playing against the team of category managers. Last but not least, with increasing demand for only
specific products, total portfolio profit margin would decrease.

Thanks to the Competera algorithms, the manager can adjust the optimal
balance of sales rate and profit margin, they get the best volume on the deal, and
finally, increase total portfolio profit margin. Thus, they fulfill their primary goal.

Competera is a comprehensive pricing platform offering
retailers two products: high-quality Competitive Data and
Price Optimization. We can help increase your revenue,
stay competitive, and grow within the retail industry.
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